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Consultant surgeon’s guide to Glaucoma

Director of Innovation Eye 
Clinic and Head of Glaucoma 
at Queen Victoria Hospital, 
East Grinstead Mr Gok 
Ratnarajan explains what 
we need to know about the 
Glaucoma.

WHAT IS GLAUCOMA?
Glaucoma is a condition 
where the optic nerve that 
carries visual information 
from the back of the eye to the 
brain is damaged. The most 
common cause of glaucoma is 
high pressure inside the eye.

HOW COMMON IS IT?
Glaucoma is the leading cause 
of irreversible blindness in the 
UK and world-wide. Around 
half a million people in the UK 
are currently diagnosed with 
glaucoma. Probably about that 
same number have glaucoma 
but do not know they have the 
condition because of the lack 
of symptoms.

HOW DO I KNOW IF I HAVE GLAU-
COMA?
Glaucoma often does not 
have any symptoms until 

the disease is already quite 
advanced. For this reason, 
glaucoma is sometimes 
known as the ‘silent thief of 
sight’. The peripheral field of 
vision is often affected first 
which can be hard to detect 
without an eye examination. 
Rarely, the pressure inside 
the eye can build up very 
quickly (called an acute attack 
of glaucoma), this can cause 
severe pain. If this occurs you 
should get your eyes examined 
immediately.

HOW IS IT DETECTED?
Glaucoma can be diagnosed 
after having a full eye 
examination where the eye 
pressure, optic nerve and field 
of vision are assessed. This can 

be performed by an optician, 
who will then refer you to an 
eye doctor (Ophthalmologist) 
if something suspicious 
is picked up on the eye 
examination. 
Glaucoma is more common 
as you get older and can run 
in families. If you are over 60, 
or have a close family member 
with glaucoma and you are 
over 40 you should get your 
eyes tested with your optician 
every year, and this is covered 
by the NHS

HOW IS GLAUCOMA TREATED?
As glaucoma cannot currently 
be cured, the key is early 
diagnosis. For many decades 
the main treatment for 
glaucoma was eye drops. In 
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Until end of September, Mr Gok Ratnarajan is offering a £150 discount to any 
reader of this newspaper who wishes to have a consultation. His office can be 
contacted on 07495522011 or info@innovationeyeclinic.co.uk

Health

Glaucoma Awareness Week 
2020 runs from June 29 until 
July 5. 
Mr Gok Ratnarajan said: 
“Glaucoma is a serious 
condition that can lead to 
irreversible sight loss. Early 
diagnosis is the key to pro-
tecting your eyesight. Raise 

awareness of glaucoma 
by sharing this article with 
friends and family members, 
and most importantly get 
your eyes tested regularly.”
More information on glau-
coma can be found at http://
www.innovationeyeclinic.
co.uk/glaucoma/

Glaucoma Awareness Week

more recent years with the 
advent of new lasers and 
minimally invasive glaucoma 
surgery (MIGS) we now have 
many more treatment options 
available.

ANY NEW DEVELOPMENTS OR 
TREATMENTS IN GLAUCOMA?
Yes indeed. New glaucoma 
lasers and safer, less invasive 
operations are now available 
which can often prevent 
glaucoma getting worse, and 
results in less patients needing 
lifelong eye drops. Innovations 
and advancements in 
glaucoma treatment is my 
passion and where a lot of my 
clinical research is focused. 
It is really quite exciting to be 
able to offer safer and more 
effective treatments.
Progress is also being made 
to further understand the 
genetics of glaucoma. This 
may mean we can identify 
those most at risk of glaucoma 
even before damage to the 
optic nerve has occurred. 
The holy grail is to repair an 
optic nerve that is already 
damaged from glaucoma. 
Although promising stem 
cell research is underway, no 
‘cure’ for glaucoma is available 
at present.

Compact ‘Boulevard’ Cleeematis produce
a torrent of bright, starrr-shaped blooms

for 6 months every year! Expertly bred for
their compact habit and prrrecocious flowering
nature, you’ll get massive cccolour impact from
limited space. Perfect for small spaces in pots
or containers, they will enllliven any terraced
garden, patio, balcony or cooonservatory
throughout summer. Supplllied in 4
spectacular colours, as 10.5cm specimens.

Boulevard PATIO Cleeematis
- THE perfect varietieees for pots
Supplied nursery

fresh - just about to
burst in to colour!
For 6 months of flowwwer

– each year
Bred by Chelsea Flowwwer

Show Gold Medal Winnnner
Raymond Evison
Grow to just 4ft tallll, totally winter

hardy and guaranteeddd for life!

Compact ‘Boulevard’
Patio Clematis

Established Plants in 10.5cm Pots
JUST £9.99 EACH -

OR BUYANY 2 & GET 1 FREE!

PATIO CLEMATIS
FROM JUST

£6.66

WHEN YOU
BUY ANY 3

SAVE £9.99!
NubiaNubia

“Blooming Brrrilliant! ‘Boulevard Patio Clematis’…
Compact ‘Flowwwer-Towers’ Lasting 6 Months Each Year

BUY 2 AND GET 1 FREE – But Only Whilst Stocks Last!”
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3 EASY WAYS TO ORDER NOW!

www.YouGarden.com/JP252

USE CODE
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Calls cost 5p per min plus your network’s access charge.

or by post using coupon below to :
Offer JP252 YouGarden, PO Box 637,
Wetherby Road, York YO26 0DQ

0844 502 0050

1 If you’re not totally happy with
your order, return it within 30 d
and we’ll replace or refund in fu

2 Should any hardy plants fail to
thrive thereafter, we’ll replace f
of charge.You just pay the P&P.
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My DOUBLE GUARANTEE to you!

YOUR ORDER DETAILS

*We’ll automatically renew your membership every year, so you can keep saving - AND the price will
NEVER go up... GUARANTEED! Full details at YouGarden.com/Club. Orders dispatched within 21 days.
Delivery to UK only and a £6.00 surcharge will apply to the following postcode areas: AB, BT, DD8-11,
GY, HS, IM, IV, JE, KA27-28, KW, PA20-80, PH19-50, TR21-25 & ZE. Offer subject to availability and in
the event that this offer is oversubscribed, we reserve the right to send suitable substitutes. Images
show mature plants. See website for full product details and T&Cs.

Item Description Price Qty Subtotal

BUYANY 3 – SAVE £9.99! Make your choices below £19.98
550166 Boulevard Clematis ‘Nubia’ - bright red £9.99
550165 Boulevard Clematis ‘Confetti’ bright pink £9.99
550167 Boulevard Clematis ‘Olympia’ - deep blue £9.99
550169 Boulevard Clematis ‘Samaritan Jo’ - white/purple £9.99

These special offers go perfectly with your Boulevard Clematis Plants Collection
550126 Double-Flowered Clematis ‘Taiga’ SAVE £5.00! £7.99
100076 Clematis Feed 900g Pouch £6.99
JOIN THEYOUGARDEN CLUB - Get £20.00 FREE vouchers & SAVE 10% on EVERY ITEM you order!
820005 Renewal Subscription Membership*: SAVE £15.00! £5.00
820001 1Year Membership: SAVE £10.00! £10.00
DON’T FORGET: Deduct 10% (10p in every £1) if you joined the YouGarden Club:

Add PP&I £6.99

TOTAL ORDER
VALUE


